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TASKING SHEET 

A ".., "- -"'" SOURCE NO. v..c:: v __ ~---",....::.-....c=.. __ 

DATE/:L /l14tf ~.l.. 
SUSPENSE: /w~ /lIA~..2. 

/6; 4tJ ~~ 
TASK NUMBER: ___ :Z~d-"r--_.:2~'",,--_--=()'--________ _ 

METHOD/TECHNIQUE: -~ ____ "-P-~","",,~~~L6d5 __ ----~~~d~~~--=-~:.t:_· ,L-'i --"--__ 

TARGET DATA: 

1. DESCRIBE KEY TARGET FEATURES: 

I~clude forms, shapes, densities, dimensional 
aspects, colors, Dynamics. 

Provide an overhead, ground-level perspective. 

2. IDENTIFY KEY TARGET CONTENT: 

Describe purpose, function, and people at the site 
(if any). 

- Other: ---------------------------------------------
3. PERSONALITY TARGET: 

Address physical, mental, emotional, intellectual and 
philosophical and professional aspects of target personality. 

Describe avocations and dominant interests. 

Describe notable accomplishments ascribed to the 
target personality. 

4. DESCRIBE THE TARGET: 

5. OPTIONAL COORDINATES: "I" / /, jI /7/..3'.r.y~ 
7 

6. 
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SESSION INFORMATION 

A. TARGET DATA: 
Task/Target No. 
Session No. 

B. PERSONNEL DATA: 

c. 

Source No. 
Monitor's No. 
Beacon/Sender No. 

SESSION DATA: 
Date Task Received 
Session Date 

Start Time 
stop Time 

Method used 
Aids/Distractions (PIs) 
Pre-session hunches (AVs) 
Date Summary Returned 

D. EVALUATION DATA: 
Viewer's Estimate 
Evaluator's Estimate 

E. SESSION SUMMARY: 

· · 

· · 

92-26-0 
01 

025 

3/12/92 
01 
10:00 
11:00 
ERV 

3/13/92 

The target personality is a man of foreign origin. He has dark 

hair, a receding hairline, and is very sad. This man is important, 

we have had difficulties with him, and he has taken a fall in the 

past. He is in a confined space with walls inside a structure. His 

environment consists of miles of dry land, structures, and many 

people. He is taking on a challenging risk, in avoidance of a 

conflict. He has recently formed new communications or relations 

with people which has put him in the forefront, providing a renewed 

focus on him. He would like to be released from fear and wants 

support. His fight will cease. He is trying to move forward 

without capitulation. This is a severe man in bad circumstances, 

but he is willing to "follow the leader" and will in time be 

" l considered an advisary. 
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